
Psyniscience 

DN: 2 

Activation: Full Action 

Duration: Sustained 

Range: 100 metres 

Multi-target: No 

Effect: By concentrating and probing the warp with their 

mind, the psyker can detect the presence of psychic 

phenomena, including other psykers, objects imbued 

with psychic power and similar features. If successful, 

the psyker can detect and point out such phenomena 

within sight. If such phenomena are not in line of sight, 

but are still within range, the psyker instinctually knows 

in which direction they lie and can follow them to their 

source if this power is sustained. 

Potency: [1] Range is increased by 50 metres. 

 

Smite 

DN: Target’s Defence 

Activation: Action 

Duration: Instant 

Range: 35 metres 

Multi-target: Yes 

Effect: The psyker concentrates destructive power 

through the lens of their will, summoning lethal bolts of 

raw psychic energy that blast their enemies into ash. 

The psyker targets one enemy with a psychic ranged 

attack. If hit, the target suffers 1d3 Mortal Wounds. 

Potency: [3] +1 Mortal Wound. 

 

Fortune 

DN: 4 

Activation: 2 Simple Actions 

Duration: 1 Round 

Range: Self 

Multi-target: No 

Effect: The psyker leads a charmed existence, manipu-

lating the energies of the warp, perhaps without even 

consciously doing it, to make sure probabilities just al-

ways seem to favour them. The psyker may choose to 

add one bonus dice to one test they make during the 

power’s duration. 

Potency: [1] Gains +1d to the chosen test. 

 

Flash Bang 

DN: 4 

Activation: Action 

Duration: Instant 

Range: 5 metres 

Multi-target: Yes 

Effect: The psyker mentally snaps warp energy like a 

whip, creating a bright flash and a sharp crack of sound. 

Everyone within range must make a successful Tough-

ness test (DN 3) or take 1 Shock and be blinded for 1 

round.  

Potency: [1] Additional +1 Shock. 

 [2] Range increased by 5 metres. 

 

Conceal/Reveal 

DN: 5 

Activation: Action 

Duration: Sustained 

Range: 25 metres 

Multi-target: No 

Effect: The psyker can use their mastery to do one of 

the following:  

Conceal: The psyker draws the shadows to them and 

dons them like a cloak to conceal their position—while 

the power is sustained, the psyker and any allies within 

5 metres gain a +1 bonus to their Defence and a +1d to 

any Stealth Tests they make. 

Reveal: The psyker draws away the shadows from a 

target within range, revealing them to all. The psyker 

targets one enemy with a ranged medium blast area 

effect attack (attack roll DN equal to their total Psychic 

test). If hit while the power is sustained, the target can-

not benefit from bonuses to Defence or Stealth tests 

due to concealment or cover. 

Potency: [3] Conceal: Benefits improve by +1 Defence 

  and +1d to Stealth. 

 *[2] Reveal: Penalties affect enemies in a Large 

  Blast. 


